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Abstract
This article pinpoints a few factors that prophecies the level of inelegance the Israeli schoolchild has.
The socio-economical ethnical background of the schoolchild and the stereotypes that follow him/her
have a great influence on the self-esteem of the child towards him/herself and determines the
expectations of the others from them. It is expected from Jews that emigrated from Europe to excel in
their studies, while the Jews that emigrated from countries of North Africa and the Middle East are
expected to have low academic achievements.
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Many educational sociological methods that aim to improve the status role of
the schoolchildren has developed in the last ten years1. The first method focuses on
the need on the academic achievements of the schoolchildren claiming that the high
academic achievement puts the child in a high status in the class especially if the
teacher reinforces these achievements. The second method focuses on improving the
self-confidence of the schoolchildren by directing their way of thinking through
advice or personal talks or even in taking some actions in the class that will guarantee
that the other children give that child respect and appreciation, actions such as giving
responsibilities and power positions.
The term "Good schoolchild" automatically contains either a student that has high
academic achievements or has a strong personality and status in class; while the term
"Bad schoolchild" automatically means a child that comes from a low socio-economic
background and has low academic achievements2.
The international educational researches realized that it is important to do two major
things in order to develop the status-role of the schoolchildren: on the one hand,
schools and parents should help them improve their academic achievement; on the
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other hand, parents should enhance the self-confidence of their children. Many
researches were written to prove this ideology and to its practical effect on the
teaching methods; testing wither it can bring out the potential that each schoolchild
has within, enhance their academic achievement and help pass the international level
check exams3? Freire concluded that increasing the schoolchild's self-confidence
leads to academic success. He also concluded that changing the cultural, social and
political conditions of the schoolchildren leads to the enhancement on their academic
achievements4.

Unfortunately, there are external components that effect the

schoolchildren: among them stereotype are the strongest component because they play
an important role in determining the social status of the schoolchild. Social pressure
influences the way the schoolchild looks at him/herself and the way other children
look at him/her.
Nevertheless, a small number of schoolchildren survive these stereotypes and social
pressure and they determine for themselves their own social- status. However, Hook 5
and Mizrachi6 claim, that those children are considered biased and rare. Huge jumps
between the exact, clear social statues are nothing but a good story for books or
scripts for movies. Making this huge jump requests: first awareness of the reality,
second, strong determination; to make the internal identity and building up strong will
to reach higher academic achievements despite all odds is not an easy task!
The school plays a very important role in making jumps between the social statuses
easy. Therefor positive attitude towards the school and appreciation for its capacities
definitely is definitely important in making this change possible. The school
strengthens the connection between the academic achievement and the self-image and
the self-identity. Once the school staff believes in the capacity of humans and believe
that all children have the potential to improve their academic achievements, it is most
probably that these children will start to think in the same way and the staff will be
working hard with the children to achieve this goal7.
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"Strong" or "Week" schoolchild are terms invented by the bureaucratic, hierarchic,
acceptable ideals in the society and the school is the instrument used to implement
these ideas. The "strong" or "week" schoolchild usually meant objective
measurements done by grades or behavior that the school staff witnesses. What the
school staff is not aware of is that the objective measurement exist in the minds of the
children since their first day at school when their social construction becomes known
to the other children and their ethnical background becomes clear; at that time exactly
their social-status in class is determined. This status includes within it the expected
academic achievements and the level and kind of social activity that is expected from
them. Breaking these stereotypes and changing the determined social-status seem to
be extremely hard or even impossible. Sometimes a few schoolchildren from such
"low" social-status turn out to be successful in some subjects, unfortunately these
success experiences are not able to support the child in his/her struggle to overcome
these stickily determined norms and stereotypes8.
Dictating the social-status of the child happens in a short time because of the
dynamics of the social hierarchy is rooted in the knowledge and understanding of the
children, they bring it with them from home. Every child knows exactly to which
social-status and ethnical background he/she belongs, and this dictated the
expectations of the others from him/her and what he/she should be expecting from the
others9.
The relation between the socio-economic background of the schoolchildren, their
ethnical and their self-esteem predict wither the schoolchild would have high or low
academic achievements; these components can also predict wither the schoolchild has
low or high self-esteem, finally they can predict wither the schoolchild would drop off
school before finishing the school years and will receive no graduation certificate10.
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This phenomenon spreads among ethnical minorities11 or among the group of people
treated in a racist way12.
The policy of the Israeli ministry of education is very aware of the school dropping
problem or the low self-esteem of schoolchildren or the low academic achievement of
the schoolchildren. The schoolchildren in Israel create a huge mosaic in the class
since the children immigrated to Israel from various multicultural countries13.
The importance of identity details of children comes from the fact that its effect is
inevitable, and effects the way these children look at their academic potential,
capacity and self-esteem depends on their identity. Low academic achievement as
well as the unacceptable behaviors are a reflection of this understanding.
Researches showed that the immigrants from the eastern countries such as North
Africa and the Middle East have social problems, so the teachers characterize them as
naughty, slow learner, dumb, foolish, "suffers" from learning difficulties. Physically,
they have behavioral problems such as nervousness, uncontrolled temper, extreme
sexuality, violence, brutality, crudeness, impulsivity etc.14. All these components
make it hard for Eastern schoolchildren to become successful in school. They reach
the level when they prefer to learn "low level" subject like crafts and arts, rather than
to aim for a career that requires academic study in the universities15. Therefore, when
the ministry of education marks the Eastern schoolchildren as the "low" academic
achievers, eventually, these children start to believe that it is true! In sociology, this is
"A self- fulfilling prophecy", they would lose any hope to advance one day, and they
even suppress any attempt of schoolchildren to prove high academic potential or
capability, they would rather put pressure on them because being "smart" in they
consider them bias or strange16.
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The western schoolchildren (Ashkenazi) on the opposite side look at their eastern
classmates from a superior perspective, they stereotype them as losers or
unprivileged, so they look down at them and the Eastern schoolchildren look up at
their Western classmates, appreciate and respect them. The Western children enjoy
this patent and enjoy the social- status that their eastern classmates granted and they
play the role to its fulfillment17. The Ashkenazi schoolchildren will have high selfesteem and no discipline problems; they would rather choose "high level" subjects
that will prepare them for their future in the academic world.
Strauss andand Crbin studied the results of this clear distinguishing between the
statuses and how it's reflection in the children's attitude towards themselves and the
attitude of the external society towards them18. They focused of three main categories:
Equal, Different, Equal but Different.

The First Category: Equal

The Eastern schoolchildren are raised and educated to think that they are equal to their
fellow Wester schoolchildren. They have the same learning capabilities, they believe
in their potential to reach high academic achievements yet, sometimes this ideology is
interrupted by external forces and negative ideals coming from their own Eastern
society which underestimates these capacities hence draw them back to the point of
the stereotypes claimed against them.
In some cases, the personal struggle to prove that these stereotypes are wrong can take
a collective manner when all the families of the schoolchildren go into the street and
fight for their children's equal rights. In such case, a great pressure is working upon
the shoulders of the schoolchildren to prove their ability to reach equal academic
achievements. Even though they deserve equality like their Western fellows.
In this case the schools of the eastern population is totally separated from the schools
of the western population or "Ashkenazi"19 and
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competitions or local ones. The result of all the schools national exams20 is published
in the media, this means that the game of comparison has begun.

In case of high academic achievements in an Eastern school, there are usually two
main explanations: either there was cheating in the exams or it is just once in a life
case, a bias21. This "bias" is illogical or unreliable because it is contradicting the
majority of the results these ethnic socio-economic background children received for
a long time. Therefore, even if the eastern schoolchildren reach high academic
achievement one day, still their background will be limiting them- an obstacle in their
way to success, or even it would be the excuse for others to under estimate them.

The Second Category: Different

The majority of the eastern population and the minorities in Israel prefer to have their
schools separated from any other population, and the Western Ashkenaizi or even the
conservative Jewish population prefer to have their own schools separated from other
population that come from a different socio-economic and ethnical backgroundanother social-status.
The Eastern schoolchildren who learn in their own community schools feel that they
do not have to prove anything to anyone outside; they have a strong feeling of identity
or belonging. They simply feel "safe" in their schools. They do not have to compare
themselves to the others. Their success or failure does not mean anything because of
this separation. Sometimes this separation causes frustration to some schoolchildren,
especially the ones that have high potential and believe they can score high academic
20
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levels. Their success would mean nothing due to their socio-economic, cultural
background; this negative attitude is a reflection of the way the whole community
sees itself. The "good" schoolchildren will live in a conflict between two things:
results that they are sure that they can achieve and the stereotypes sticking in them
and refusing to let them be. Worse is when such success becomes negative in the eyes
of their community. In fact, this might urge them to go and look for another
alternative identity. They feel trapped in their background, therefor, no matter how
"good" they might become, there is no way out of the stereotypes, and again they feel
that they are biased and exceptional22.

The Third Category: Equal but Different

In Israel there are schools dedicated for Eastern people or minorities that reach every
year high academic achievements in the national scale. The schoolchildren would
create a completely different identity in which school's name takes an integral part.
They realize that they have become successful because they had the chance to learn in
such high standard school23. The schools staff in these private schools work hard with
these children and the parents support the school in every manner, not only financially
but also politically, socially and ideologically. The schoolchildren in these schools
would feel separated from the Askenazi high level schools, yet they can reach exactly
the same academic achievement like them in the national exams. Eventually these
schoolchildren begin to feel that they elevated from the social status of their
community, they were accepted in be enrolled in the universities which will guarantee
a well- paid job in their future, which will eventually bring the whole family to a
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Conclusion
The stereotypes and the socio-economic backgrounds effect schoolchildren's
academic results and behavior in Israeli schools; the Jews that have European
background reach high academic achievements and rarely have behavioral problems,
so they are educated to have high self-esteem and receive the right preparation to
reach high-level career. While Jews that have Middle-Eastern background live under
negative stereotypes, which effects their self-esteem and behaviors. This causes them
to score low academic achievements and eventually look forwards to a low-level
career.
In my opinion, it is important that the teacher work with the Eastern schoolchildren on
raising their self-esteem and pride in their identity in order to help them reach higher
academic achievements. Teachers and parents should receive the right tools to educate
the schoolchildren that come from the low socio-economic background to love and
appreciate themselves and appreciate their school since it can help them and their
community to reach a higher socio-economic standard.

